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ABSTRACT
This report present;s an investigation into the use of TAPS
(Trajectory Accuracy Prediction System) on the PERSHING missile. The
objective of the study was to determine uhetler the expected number of
missiles saved through the use of TAPS would Justify its developmental
cost.
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NOTATIONS
EN

Expected total number of missiles fired

ET

Expected total number of targets killed

M

Number of missiles available for the target

-NM

Number of M-missile targets

Pfb

Probability that a flight will be bad, i.e., fail to
destroy the target

Pfg

Probability that a flight will be good

P

Probability of successfully destroying the target

P tbg

Probability that TAPS will call a flight good when it
is a bad flight

Pg
Ptgg

Probability that TAPS will call a flight good given that
it is indeed a good flight

X

Probability that TAPS will not call a flight good

iv

A STUDY OF THE COST EFFECTIVENESS OF TAPS

A.

INTRODUCTION

The PERSHING Project Office is currently investigating the feasibility of a new telemetry package, the Trajectory Accuracy Prediction
System (TAPS).
This report gives the results of a cost effectiveness
study of the system.
The purpose of TAPS is to supply missile performance information
to the launch pc-nt. When the position of the missile at the time of
warhead separation has been determined, TAPS transmits a signal indicating whether the boost phase was within Lolerance. This information
is used in the decision of whether or not another missile should be fired.
For a given set of targets with the minimum probability of kill specified
for each target, the expected number of missiles needed will be smaller
with the TAPS system than without it.
For TAPS to be economically
advantageous, the expectea savings in missile costs must be greater
than the cost of developing TAPS.
B.

ASSUMPTIONS
The following assumptions were made throughout this paper.
1)

The probability that any one missile will destroy the target
is constant from missile to missile and is not affected by
whether or not TAPS is present.

2)

The various probabilities associated with TAPS are constant
from system to system.

3)

The target will be totally destroyed by one successful
missile and completely unaffected by a failure,

4)

After the research and development on T.APS is completed, the
cost of installing the telemetry package on each missile
will not significantly change the cost of the missile.

5)

The targets are independent.

6)

If the boost phase is within tolerance,
be successful.

the missile will

C.

PROBABILITY OF A SUCCESSFUL MISSION

Without TAPS, the total number of missiles needed to meet the minimum kill probability requirements of a target are fired at the target.
With TAPS installed, it is assumned the following procedure will be used:
one round is fired; if and only if TAPS does not report that the flight
wias good, another missile is fired; if and only if TAPS does not report
that missile was good, another round is fired. This procedure is
repe2ated until either TAPS reports a good missile or all of the rounds
available for the target have been fired.
Thus, with TAPS installed, when one missile is available for a target
the probability of a successful mission is simply the probability that
the one round will be good (Pfg). With two missiles available, the
probability of a success with TAPS is the sum of the probability that
the first flight is successful (Pfg) plus the probability that the first
flight is a failure (Pfb) and TAPS does not say it is good (l-Ptbg) and
the second flight is a success (Pfg).

When three missiles are available,

the probability of killing the target is the probability of killing it
with either of the first two missiles plus the probability that the first
2
two missiles will be bad (Pb)2 and TAPS will not call them good
(l-Ptbg) 2 and the third missile will be good (Pfg).

Therefore, with M

missiles available for a target, the probability of successfully destroying the target with TAPS is
M-1

Ps,TAPS,M = Pfg E

i=o

i

l.tb

P fb (lFtbg

(1)

or

Ps,TAPS,M=l =Pfg
Ps,TApS,=2

Ps,TAPS,.-3

Pf g + Pfb (l'Ptbg) Pfg
f
ft6+
'rPtbg)

Pfg +

fb

l'Ptbgj

fg

If TAPS has not been installed and M missiles are fired at one
, then the probability of a successful mission is one minus the
probability that all M flights ,,iil fail, or
P s,no TAx'•',M

lfb
1=

M

"(2)

-

With the probability of a successful mission calculated for each
target, the expected number of targets killed, ET, for either the
with-TAPS or without-TAPS case, may be found by

ET

where P
Eq.

(2),

D.

is

P

s,M=I

N + P
I

s,M=2

N -..
2

+P

s,M=M

N

M

the probability of a successful mission using Eq.

(1) or

respectively.

NUMBER OF MISSILES FIRED

For the general case, assume that M missiles are available for a
target tnd TAPS is used. The first missile is always fired, and the
second is fired when TAPS does not report the first flight as good.
The
prob.aility that TAPS reports the first missile as good is P P
+

fg tgg
Therefore, X, tbK
*fb~
first flight as good, i
flight, is

j,-obability that TAPS does not report the
APS either is silent or reports a bad

X = l-(PfgPtgg + PfbPtbg)

(3)

Thus X is rhe probability that the second round is fired.
The third
round is fired when the first and second rounds are not reported by
¶.APS as good flights, so the probability of the third round being fired

2.

is X

Similarly,

K-1

the probability thaL the Kth round .s fired is X

If only one missile is available (M1=1), one missile will be fired
For M > 1, the probability of firing exactly K
with ,robability 1.0.
missiles with TAPS is
xKIK-1

Prob fire exactly K missiles of M)

~KXK,

=

Then, wit, ":AS, for a one-missile target

Prob(l missile is

3

used) = 1.0

1<K -<M-I

,-1

KMI

for a two-missile target

Prob(exactly 1 missile is used)

=

I-X

Prob(exactly 2 missiles are used) = X

for a three-missile target

Prob(exactly 1 missile is used) =-X
Prob(exactly 2 missiles are used) =X-X 2
Prob(exactly 3 missiles are used)

=

X2

and so on.
For an M-missile target, the expected nLunber of missiles fired,
EN., with TAPS is
ElN, TAPS = 1(1-X) + 2(X-X 2 ) +

...

+

= 11M1)
+ X + X2+

..

Where TAPS is r.ot used the expected number of missiles fired is
the number of missiles available for the target.
For the total target array of NM M-missile targets,
total number of missiles fired, EN, with TAPS,

ENTAPS = NI EN1 + N2 EN2 + ...

For example,

if

N3 three-missile

+ XM 1

simply

the expected

is

+ NM ENM

there are NI one-missile targets, N2 two-missile targets,
targets,

and no targets requiring more than three

missiles each, the expected total number fired with TAPS is
ENTAS = N1 + N2 (1 + X) + N3 (1 + X + X2)

4

Without TAPS, the expected total number is exactly the number of
missiles available, or

ENno TAPS = NI + 2N2 + 3N3

Therefore, the expected savings in missiles due to the installation of
TAPS is a decreasing function of X, the probability that TAPS will not
call a missile good.

E.

COST EFFECTIVENESS CALCULATIONS

Examples of calculations using the formulas developed in the
preceding sections are described below.
The fullowing constant values
were selected for these particular examples.
1)

Probability that a flight will be good, Pfg,

2)

Probabilit'
0.80.

is

0.90.

'hat TAPS will call a good flight good,

is

P
tgg

3)

Probability that TAPS will call a bad flight good,
0.05.

4)

The unit missile cost, with or without TAPS, is $750,000. The
cost of developing TAPS is $1,',000,000.
Thus the use of TAPS
must be expected to save at least 13.33 missiles for TAPS to
be economically advantageous.

I.

Net Savings

Ptbg'

is

Using the above values, the probability that TAPS will not
call a flight good is

X = 1-(PfgPtgg+

PfbPtbg)

0.275

It is tssmed that no more than three missiles will be fired at any one
target.
The probabilities of a successful mission for one-, two-, or
three-missile targets are
Ps,no TAPS,14=

s,no TAPS,M=2

=

0.900

0.9900

P

s,no TAPS,M=3

=0.9990

Ps,TAPS,M=l

0.9000

Ps,TAPS,M=2 = 0.9855

Ps,TAPS)M=3 -0.9936

With N1 one-missile targets, N2 two-missile targets, and N3 three-missile
targets,

the expected number of targets killed, ET is
ET no TAPS1 = 0.9000 N + 0.9900 N2 + 0.9990 N3

or

ETTAPS = 0.9000 N1 + 0.9855 N2 + 0.9936 N
3
The expected number of missiles used is
ENno TAPS = N1 +2N

2

+ 3N3

or

ENTAPS

N1 + 1.275 N2 + 1.351 N3

TAPS will be cost effective when the expected net savings
E(net savings) = $543,750 N2 + $1,237,031 N, - $!O,"O0,000
2

The region in which TAPS is expected ro _ffect a
has a positive value.
cost reduction is shown in Fig. 1. The expected net savings as a
function of N2 , for various values of N3 , shown in Fig. 2.
To illustrate a net savings calculation, consider an array of
60 targets, each with a minimum
100 targets divided as follows:
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Expected .aaxings from TAPS
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100

probability ef kill of 0.90; 30 targets, each with minimum probability
of kill of 0.95; and 10 targets, each with a probability of kill of
0.98.
For this case there are 60 one-missile targets and 40 twomissile targets.
If TAPS is not used, 140 missiles will be fired;
with TAPS, the expected number of missiles used is 111, and the
expected net savings is $11,750,000.
2.

Additional Considerations

It should be noted that the discussion has centered on
expected numbers of missiles used and not upon the number that should
be mar.ufactured.
Due to the randomness of the number of missiles that
would be fired and the high risk entailed by a shortage, the number
of missiles should be greater than the number expected to be used.
The minimum "safe" number of missiles deployed depends upon the arrangement of the launch sites. For instance, if each of the two-missile
targets in the above example requires a corresponding launch site, then
two missiles must be set up at each site. Along with the 60 missiles
for the one-missile targets, this would result in a total of 140 missiles
manufactured although only I11 are expected to be used.
On the other
hand, if all of the missiles are located in one launch site, then the
number can be reduced.
For the above target array there is a 0.9999
probability that only 123 missiles will be used.
Thus, if every missile
can be assumed to be in working condition at the time of firing, only
123 missiles need be manufactured.
On the other hand, if a fixed number of missiles are manufactured,
the use of TAPS would permit the designation of alternate, secondary
targets.
Those missiles allocated to but not required for the primary
targets could be fired at secondary targets.
Thus, for a given number
of missiles, the use of TAPS would increase the expected number of
targets destroyed.

F.

SUMMARY

To determine whether TAPS would be expected to be cost effective
for a particular target array, the following steps should be taken:
1.
Obtain the best available estimates of the probability of a
good flight (Pfg), the probability that TAPS will call a good flight
good (P tgg),
(Ptbg).
'rAPS.

and the probability that TAPS will call a bad flight good

Evaluate the cost of a missile and the developmental cost of

2.
Calculate the probability that TAPS will not call a flight
good (X) and the probability of successful missions with and without

8

TAPS for the necessary values of M (Ps,no TAPS,M)'

and (Ps,TAPS,M).

From these probabilities determine the number of M-missile targets

(NM).
3.
Calculate the numbers of missiles expected to be fired with
and without TAPS (ENno TAPS and ENTAPS)Multiply the difference
between these numbers by the cost of a missile and subtract the developmental cost of TAPS to obtain the expected net savings.
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